
 
 

The   Blog   of   the   week   of   10/7/19  
 

Week   summary  
This   week   in   science   we   looked   closer   at   animal   and   plant   behavior.   In   Science,   we   watched   a   video   about   animal  
behavior   like   birds   they   do   all   these   weird   dances   to   attract   females   and   some   birds   like   the   bower   bird   do   other  
impressive   “Stunts”.   In   the   plant   section   of   this   week,   we   started   a   gizmo   and   started   talking   about   plant  
variables   and   independent   variables   and   dependent   variables   stuff   like   the   amount   of   water   and   amount   of   light  
are   both   independent   plant   variables   and   stuff   like   height   and   mass   are   dependent   plant   variables.   Overall,   We  
had   a   lot   of   fun   this   week   in   science.  

 
 
 

Monday  
 
On   Monday   we   learned   about   animal   behavior   and   our   example   was   the   bower   bird,   the  
bower   bird   takes   sticks   and   makes   a   bower   like   this:  

The   bower   bird   a   series   of   dances   and  
impressive   “Stunts”   like   widening   and  
shrinking   his   pupil.   It   was   pretty   funny   too  
watch   actually   he   also   headbutted   the  
female's   chest   a   few   times   and   sometimes  
to   step   it   up   a   notch   he’ll   offer   her   food  
like   berries.   The   bower   bird   decorates   the  
area   around   the   mating   bower   with   usaully  
the   colors   blue   and   violet   those   are   the  

most   attractive   colors   in   the   world   of   the   bower   bird.   But   in   this   picture,   you   see   he  



used   blue   and   violet   plastic   objects   usually   you   won’t   see   that   because   the   bower   birds  
don't   usually   find   a   plastic   objects   where   they   live   so   the’ll   use   stuff   like   blue   and   violet  
berries   and   other   things   like   that.  
 
 

Tuesday  
 
On   Tuesday   we   started   talking   about   our   plant   gizmo   there   was   competition   to   grow   the  
tallest   plant   ad   after   that  
there   was   a   competition   too  
grow   the   heaviest   plant   I   got  
pretty   high   on   the   heaviest  
plant   one   and   okay   on   the  
tallest   plant.   Then   after   that,    
we   started   talking   about  
variables   and   how   they   have  
two   different   forms   dependent  
and   independent.   Our   example  
was   plants   and   how   they   have  
height   and   mass   and   how   much  
water   and   light   you   give   it.  
The   amount   of   water   and   light  
you   give   are   Independent  
variables   and   the   height   and  
mass   of   the   plant   are  
Dependent   variables.   Then  
after   that,   we   wrote   down   the  
independent   variable   we   were   doing   mine   was   water.   For   pot   A   I   used:   Bean   seed,   3  
lights,   Compost,   Fertilizer,   and   100ML   of   water.   Then   for   pot   B,   I   used:   Bean   seed,   3  
lights,   Compost,   Fertilizer,   and   50ML   of   water.   And   finally,   for   pot   C   I   used:   Bean   seed,   3  
lights,   Compost,   Fertilizer,   and   20ML   of   water.  
 



 

Wednesday   
We   did   absolutely   nothing   at   all   because   it   was   Yom   Kippur   day.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Thursday  
 
On   Thursday   we   continued   with   the   plant   gizmo   and   answered   some   questions   about   it  
we   had   to   test   the   plant   variables   we   wrote  
down.   For   pot   A   that   plant   grew   really   and   I  
mean   really   tall   at   least   for   the   game.   Then  
we   finished   testing   our   variables   and   then   we  
finished   answering   our   plant   gizmo   questions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FRIDAY  
 
 
On   Friday   we   kind   of   experimented   with   the   plant   gizmo   we   had   some   fun   with   it.  
Then   we   read   DR.Suess’   The   Lorax.   We   all   got   too   read   a   page   if   you   wanted   too.   It  
was   a   lot   of   fun   on   Friday   because   it's   Friday   Friday   Friday   oh   anyhoo   that's   what  
happened   in   Science   class   on   10/7/19   too   10/16/19.  
 
 
 
These    Meat-eating   plants    found   a   way   to   adapt   too   their   unnutritional   environment  

https://newsela.com/read/lib-meat-eating-plants/id/53619/

